GRATITUDE:
WHAT DOES THAT FEEL LIKE?!?!
As an Inter-Faith Minister, I have studied many of what are
called the major religious of the world. From ALL, and I do
mean, all of the different sectors/demonstrations of what is
defined as “Christianity”. Everyone of them speaks of, and,
gives directions to “being” thankful and grateful; of being
and having gratitude.
Examples from other religious text would be, from the
Islamic Quran, chapter 28; Al-Qasas; “And whatever of
the things of this world you are given is only a
temporary enjoyment of the present life, and an
adornment there of. And of Allah's mercy, he has made
for you the night and the day, that you may rest
therein, and that you may seek of Allah's bounty, and
that you be grateful”.
There are many examples in the Bible, and one that really
got my attention was, First Timothy,4;4 “For everything
created by God is good and nothing is to be rejected, if
it is received with gratitude”.
However, few, of the spiritual text, religious scriptures, and
writings, give us, what gratitude “FEELS” like.
Now this includes one of the dictionary sources I use, which
defines gratitude as,
“the quality of being grateful or thankful”.
Ted said last Sunday, and I hope I am quoting him correctly,

“We are feeling beings who also think, not thinking beings
who feel”.
My personal experiences on what gratitude “feels” like, are
not all the “feel-good, hankie-dorie, positive-spiritualenlightenment” experiences.
As I prepared myself to writing this talk, I held in my prayer
and meditations that I would find in my heart to be grateful
no matter what. That I would feel gratitude for what I can do
and gratitude in spite of what I can't.
We just moved to Sheridan. I have been doing
rearrangement of furniture, clothing, where the bird cage
should go, AND, preparing for the start of working at the VA.
I am having a few added aches and pains. Feeling pain
within and though my body has brought me to a greater
appreciation of taking better care of my total health and well
being. When I “feel” pain, I am grateful that I have been
given knowledge and resources to relieve whatever pain I
may be experiencing.
Everyone has different perceptions, as to what OR how
gratitude feels like for them. To show an example, I have
asked 4 people to reach in this bag, NO LOOKING, and to
write what they “felt”. I'm pretty sure whatever they felt,
they are grateful that nothing caused them pain. At least I
hope not. If they are willing, I would like for them to tell us
what they felt, and phase it by saying, “gratitude feels
like...”
[allow each person a couple of minutes]

More often than not, our lives shift in oh-so-subtle ways, that
we do not even notice on a day-to-day basis. However, when
we take time to review and we pay attention to what and
how we feel about the aspects of our lives that have changed
and expanded, we find, that although we may not be exactly
where we want to be, gratefully we're not where we use to
be.
As Ted spoke on last Sunday, that gratitude informs and
enhances; it's a feeling of AWE and responsibilities; and that
gratitude is love.
As you reflect on what gratitude “feels” like for you, what is
and what isn't, for what is going well and for what is not,
Feel grateful for what brings us joy and even for that which
brings us grief, for if our grief testifies to anything, it testifies
to the depths of our love.
In closing, I would like to read from the Baha'i World Faith,
selected writings; [read from book]

